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INTRODUCTION
This initial document developed by the Aerospace & Defense Working Group deals, in an original
and innovative fashion, with the trans-Atlantic relationship between Italy and the United States
as relates to the current international dynamics in this industrial sector.
Aerospace & Defense is doubtlessly one of the main carriers of technological and entrepreneurial
innovation, developing products and technologies capable not only of revolutionizing aerospace,
defense, and national security strategies, but of having a significant impact in the civil sector
as well. For these reasons, attracting new investment in Italy by American players would have
immeasurable value, in terms both of capacity building and of rate of technological growth.
As the paper asserts, Italy is not an attractive market from the standpoint of expense, but it is for
the presence of numerous enterprises in the aerospace supply chain, capable of developing their
own industrial leadership within certain specific industry niches. The document presents some of
these outfits through cases of collaboration relating to some of the main programs developed by
American multinationals, highlighting the strategic importance these Italian enterprises have in
the structure of this sector’s global value chains, and emphasizing the close interconnection that
exists between the United States and Italy. This is an element that will have to be consolidated and
strengthened in the years to come, also through more institutional collaboration and investment
by the public sector, while exploiting, for example, the opportunities that the Recovery Fund
approved on the European level can offer.
Lastly, this sector undeniably holds great geopolitical import, defining not only the trajectories
of technological and economic development, but above all the general trends in foreign policy
strategy that Italy will pursue. In a historic phase in which the balances of the great powers
are defined mainly on the terrain of technological advancement and industrial and economic
collaboration, Italy can assume a central role on the European level in reinforcing the partnership
with the United States, while continuing and increasing the frequency of aerospace collaboration,
consolidating its position in the value chains, and supporting the international development of
Italian proponents of excellence in the industry.
Towards this ambitious and achievable goal, the American Chamber of Commerce in Italy is
ready to make its own trans-Atlantic contribution.
I hope the reader will find this paper to be a valuable source of information.

Simone Crolla
Managing Director - American Chamber of Commerce in Italy
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The trans-Atlantic relationship between Italy and the United States in the Aerospace and
Defense sector (A&D) has historically been of vital importance to our country. Exchanges
have been broadly deregulated in the Civil sector, while there is a long-standing partnership
in Defense. This strong relationship and the resulting collaborations have enabled domestic
enterprises to take part in some of the most significant programs, strengthening the country’s
international standing. The A&D industry plays a central role in the Italian economy, thanks to
benefits for employment and the externalities in terms of innovation and productive efficiency;
the sector has great potential as an instrument to reinforce the “country system” and as a driver
of economic recovery, particularly after the Covid crisis. The global A&D market has seen strong
growth and the long-term outlook calls for further positive development in both segments –
Civil and Military/Defense; this trend will open significant opportunities for the Italian supply
chain to access new-generation programs, while strengthening and expanding international
collaborations.
Italy is an outstanding player in the global aerospace sector, thanks to a production chain with
the industrial and technological capacities and the human and cultural capital necessary for
continuing to grow internationally. The value of the trans-Atlantic relationship is concentrated
in large-scale American programs that the top of the supply chain takes part in as Original
Equipment Manufacturers (OEMs), feeding the supply chain’s activities. On the other hand,
various enterprises along the supply chain –and SMEs first and foremost – play just as strategic a
role in developing vertical technological collaborations with American partners.
The trans-Atlantic relationship will be essential for assuring the sustainability of the Italian supply
chain. The sector’s technological discontinuities will present opportunities for domestic industry
to raise its standing and consolidate relationships with American partners. The collaboration
models will be less and less transactional and more and more based on integration among the
players involved; this will foster growing attention to mutual needs and simpler processes, for
example in terms of technology transfer. For this to take place, it is essential for the country to
defend the principle of interoperability among countries; the government and institutions will
also have to adopt a systemic approach to the sector, taking on the role of providing strategic
guidance through a more proactive domestic policy and a plan of structured, long-term plan
of policies and investment – in opposition to the traditional, bottom-up approach in which
individual companies have positioned themselves independently. A strategy of specialization in a
smaller number of high-potential subsectors, that thinks in terms of systems instead of programs,
appears functional to this purpose. This approach would make it possible to capitalize on the
characteristics of the Italian supply chain and to channel national policies and public resources
into a few key segments, thereby increasing the country’s competitiveness and maximizing its
participation in the major platforms with a lower degree of geopolitical constraints.
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To conclude, the future of the A&D industry sees further consolidation of the trans-Atlantic
relationship as a fundamental condition for sustainability and Italy’s relevance on a global level,
with a view to complementariness with European dynamics. The partnership with the United
States – developed through increasingly integrated models and supported by a systemic
approach on a national level – will spur the maintenance of the supply chain’s competitiveness,
guaranteeing the development of skills that will strengthen Italy’s international and European
standing, while ensuring access to and permanence in the major programs of the future.
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1. CHAPTER 1: MARKET TRENDS AND DYNAMICS
1.1. THE TRANS-ATLANTIC RELATIONSHIP
The trans-Atlantic relationship is vitally important for our country, and the bond between
aerospace and defense plays an essential role in the dynamics between Italy and the United
States. Engineering and manufacturing skills in aerospace are invaluable, and American and
Italian companies have always enjoyed a great deal of collaboration that, at crucial junctures in
our industrial policy, has also influenced the definition of the positioning strategy.
The United States boasts a long-standing tradition in the Aerospace, Defense and Security
industry, with roots dating to more than a century ago, starting from its participation in the two
World Wars. Today, the United States holds leadership in many of this sector’s key domains.
In 2018, the Aerospace and Defense (A&D1) sector in the United States earned revenues equaling
$ 471 billion, directly employing around 881,000 people.
Exports from Italy to the United States have reached € 2.9 billion – seventh among exporting
markets in the world’s leading A&D2 market.
The Italian A&D sector holds a key position in the international setting: number four in Europe
and number seven in the world, with approximately 50,000 direct jobs and revenues valued at
about € 15.5 billion, € 8 billion of which for the export market3.
In civil aeronautics, commercial exchanges are broadly liberalized, and are regulated by a
multilateral agreement – Agreement on Trade in Civil Aircraft 60 – that eliminated the tariffs on
the trade in civil aircraft and their parts and components. However, in 2019, the World Trade
Organization issued a new decision in the long-running trade dispute between the United States
and the European Union on the aeronautics industry, centered upon the mutual objections
relating to government subsidies, allowing the United States to apply tariffs on European exports.
In spite of this, the United States excluded Italian aerospace products from the list covering the
application of countervailing duties.
In defense, Italy and the United States have a long-standing partnership particularly as relates to
the aeronautics sector. Since the end of the Second World War, cooperation in military programs
has been an important part of bilateral relations, also playing a political, economic, and industrial
role. In recent years, the declared objective of European strategic autonomy, which has led to the

1.
2.
3.

4

The figure includes the civil aerospace sector and air defense systems.
Data provided by Aerospace Industries Association (AIA).
Data provided by Federazione Aziende Italiane per l'Aerospazio, la Difesa e la Sicurezza (AIAD)
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approval of an EU common security and defense policy and of the European Defense Package,
has triggered reactions from the United States which, while hoping for increased defense
spending by its European partners in keeping with the principle of “burden sharing,” believes
that the ways in which the EU intends to regulate its initiatives dedicated to increasing European
military capacities are hampering American industry’s participation in future industrial projects
for the defense of the EU.
Italy is one of the leading advocates of European defense integration; at the same time, the
strategic relationship with its American partner has been constantly enhanced with a view to
complementariness and to raising Italy’s international standing; this has made it possible, for
example, to acquire a role of European leadership in the area of operational capacities requiring
fifth-generation air weapons systems (F-35 program).

1.2. THE CIVIL AVIATION MARKET
1.2.1. MARKET OVERVIEW
The past twenty years have witnessed extraordinary growth in the commercial aviation market.
Since 2000, the global air transport network has seen 250% growth driven mainly by globally
higher GDPs, an expanding middle class, and higher income in emerging countries, especially in
Asia, while new business models enabled by the deregulation of air transport have considerably
broadened the segments and demography of air transport passengers. Over the past five
years, year-on-year growth in passenger traffic, in terms of Revenue Passenger Kilometers (RPK),
averaged 6.7% (Figura A1).
Increasingly liberalized regulation worldwide has long been a key engine for growth in passenger
transport. With improved competition and operating efficiency, prices have fallen as flights have
become more frequent and services have been beefed up for passengers around the world. The
development of low-cost carriers is the chief example of the results of market deregulation. Low
airfares, higher living standards with a growing middle class in the major emerging markets,
increased tourism and more trips compared with total spending by consumers in the leading
economies, and the airlines’ new business models are all factors that have promoted the growth
of air travel.
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1.2.2. OUTLOOK FOR THE COMMERCIAL MARKET
The same drivers that sustained a super-cycle of industry growth during the first twenty years
of the new millennium will promote intense demand in the future as well. According to all the
market forecasts and analyses, the next twenty years will see the industry grow by 250%, and
the world aircraft fleet double. The commercial aerospace industry has a market potential of $
2.8 trillion over the next ten years, and a compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 3.5%4 (Figures
A2-A5).
The A&D sector will be impacted by a wave of disruptive technological changes that will
profoundly modify expertise and competitiveness, as well as, to a partial degree, geopolitics.
Technological disruption regards the innovation of productive systems fundamentally redesigned
by Industry 4.0 technologies and automation, as well as of product and of business models,
linked to alternative energy systems for subsystems as well as for propulsion, independent
driving, artificial intelligence, and machine learning. In particular, distributed intelligence applied
first of all to the new patterns of urban mobility will change the business models in the lower
segments of the commercial air transport market, before progressing towards higher segments
(regional and narrowbody aircraft). These discontinuities, not only technological but industrial
and geopolitical as well, will present both opportunities and threats for the enterprises in the
Italian supply chain, and for the developments of the trans-Atlantic relationship.
Although the growth in demand over the past decade has always exceeded forecasts and has
regularly stood at a few percentage points above the growth in global GDP, in the short-medium
term the Covid pandemic will certainly have an effect on the forecast growth curve. (Figura A1).
Four factors will influence civil aviation’s post-Covid recovery (Figure A6):
•

The chronology of the epidemic

•

Passenger reaction

•

The developments of government restrictions

•

The macroeconomic impact in the various countries

Combining the epidemiological estimates of the proprietary Pandemic Navigator model5 with
GDP growth and IATA air travel bookings data6, the Oliver Wyman consulting firm has developed
three possible scenarios for the recovery of passenger demand in civil aviation (Figure 1).

4.	Boeing data
5.	The model estimates the number of new and cumulative Covid-19 cases and peak contagion for about 40 countries
6.	International Air Transportation Association –short-term historical data
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Figure 1 – Global commercial aviation: recovery scenarios7

Scenarios developed by combining OW’s epidemiological estimates with GDP growth forecasts and historical IATA air travel bookings data
Sources: Oliver Wyman epidemiological models, macroeconomic factors, data from past crises

The reduction of the global commercial fleet due to Covid is more marked than in past crises
(9/11, SARS epidemic, 2008-09 financial crisis, etc.). According to the Base scenario, the fleet
in service – 27,500 aircraft as of January 2020 – will decline by 20% in 2020-21 due to a large
number of grounded planes and an increase in early retirements, exceeding 2,600 (Figure A7).
The misalignment between aircraft production and deliveries will sorely tax the industry supply
chain: dramatically reduced production (-47%) and deliveries (-49%) are estimated for 2020, with
a production that will not recover pre-Covid levels, especially in the widebody segment, and
deliveries that will return to pre-crisis levels only in 2022, driven by demand in the narrowbody
segment (Figure A8). Lastly, all the scenarios foresee reduced demand for MRO services following
the reduction of the fleet, with a consequent limitation on spending over the next decade and a
dramatic decline recorded in 2020 (-53% below expectations).
As a consequence of these scenarios, there may be new impetus towards consolidating and
developing new, efficiency-based business models (Figure A9). In spite of the negative impact of
Covid, participation in new-generation commercial programs continues to offer opportunities
for technological development and for being a part of a growing global production chain for
the decades to come. The crisis triggered by Covid can lead to accelerated development and

7.	Q2 2020 data
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the introduction into service of new-generation, more efficient and certainly greener aircraft, in
keeping with the ambitious goal of achieving zero carbon aviation.

1.3. THE DEFENSE MARKET
1.3.1. MARKET OVERVIEW
Looking to the possible future challenges, growing geopolitical instability has resulted in an
upward trend in spending for security on a global level. Some areas of the world will be bigger
players than others in this trend, reflecting on the one hand the tensions in progress in certain
regions, and, on the other hand, the growing political and economic weight of other markets.
This may be seen in the desire in many emerging countries to develop autonomous specific
skills in certain industry settings, in order to reduce their dependence on the more advanced
countries.
Global military spending reached about $ 2 trillion in 2019, equaling 2% of the world’s GDP –
a 7.2% increase from 2010. Five countries – the United States, China, India, Russia, and Saudi
Arabia – account for about two thirds of global military investment. The United States is the
world’s leader, with $ 732 billion in military spending in 2019, an increase from previous years. In
Italy, the defense budget amounts to $ 26.8 billion, showing no or moderate growth8.
1.3.2. OUTLOOK FOR THE DEFENSE MARKET9
Prior to the Covid crisis, the 2018-2024 plan of the United States Department of Defense (DoD)
saw a continuous but moderate increase in the military budget – from $ 727.9 billion in 2020 to
$ 756.7 billion in 2024 (CAGR +1%) (Figure A10) – to defend the United States’ defense supremacy
against the advance of Russia and China, with consequent modernization in all market segments.
On the other hand, estimates suggested a decline in Italian military spending even before
the crisis, with cuts planned during the decade 2020-2030 due to a weak economy and high
government debt. In spite of this, the 2020-2022 Budget Law set aside € 22.9 billion in military
spending for 2020 – 7% more than 2019. The same Budget Law, however, provided for a 1%
reduction in military spending for the following two years, to € 22.3 billion in 2022 (-1% less than
2020) (Figure A10).
Inevitably, the crisis triggered by the pandemic modified these scenarios, although for the
moment military programs appear to show good resilience (Figure A11). However, over the
short-medium term, public spending priorities are likely to change, and this might result in

8.	SIPRI data
9. Oliver Wyman data
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reduced military spending and in the budget concentrating on a small number of higher-priority
programs. The United States Defense budget will likely decline during the 2022-25 period, due
to increased spending in other sectors during 2020-21. The major programs already initiated
will most likely not be considerably impacted. However, all the programs that have yet to be
approved, and all the scheduled innovation and upgrading programs, are at risk.
In Italy, Covid’s impact on the domestic military budget is still uncertain: Defense might benefit
from the country’s economic recovery as a key sector for jobs and for developing the productive
system; however, the further worsening of the economy will likely lead to lower military spending
in favor of other investments necessary for recovery (e.g. healthcare, support for citizens, etc.).
The A&D sector will see a set of technological changes that will profoundly modify expertise
and competitiveness. The growing digitalization of the armed forces requires highly integrated
systems that can be controlled remotely, opening new opportunities for Original Equipment
Manufacturers (OEMs) and small players along the industry’s value chain (Figures A12, A13).
This technological transformation will involve all levels of command, from back-office to
ground forces, and, among other things, will bring growth in global spending on cyber security
procurement – +8% CAGR through 2026 – with consequent opportunities also for players in the
Italian supply chain offering these services for defense (e.g. Leonardo).
Italy’s pre-Covid investments in new defense programs were clearly lower in proportion to
those of powers like the USA – about 19% against 34% of the national budget (Figure A14). A
strengthening of trans-Atlantic collaborations with the United States might therefore spur
innovation in addition to representing a considerable additional source of volume of activity for
the Italian A&D sector.
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1.4. DEVELOPMENT OF THE A&D SECTOR IN ITALY
1.4.1. VALUE AND SKILLS OF THE SUPPLY CHAIN
Globally, aerospace is a strategic sector for countries’ competitiveness. It is characterized by
its highly qualified and specialized human resources and by the acceptance of high risk in the
development of new programs, as well as by economic returns that are typically deferred and
highly conditioned by the ability to compete on international markets. Aerospace is the leading
sector in the impact of Research and Development on added value (18.2%) in OECD countries10.
The sector’s value chain is highly articulated, composed not only of the large groups, but also of
other, smaller-sized producers and thousands of intermediate suppliers of goods and services.
The leaders (OEMs) directly coordinate the Tier-1 suppliers, often located near the production/
assembly plants, but also operating in other countries, depending on their specializations.
Tier-2 suppliers may be enterprises of considerable size, in their turn at the apex of complex
international productive networks.
Italy is one of the few countries in the world that boast a solid, articulate A&D productive supply
chain of long-standing tradition, thanks to the presence of a dense fabric of small and mediumsized enterprises (SMEs), of large multinationals, and of providers of services and technologies,
coexisting alongside research centers and university centers of excellence. The Italian aerospace
industry is number seven in the world and number four in Europe, representing Italy’s largest
manufacturing sector in the field of high-tech integrated systems. Italy invests considerably in the
development of new aerospace technologies, for both product and process, with approximately
12% of the country’s overall spending in Research and Technology (R&T) concentrated in cutting
edge basic and applied research currents that are among the technological pillars of greatest
interest for strengthening the manufacturing base – and, with it, the domestic economy – for
the decades to come (e.g. advanced materials and nanotechnologies, the Internet of Things,
additive manufacturing, etc.) (Figure A15). The sector’s virtuous cycle model consisting of
research activities, technological innovation, and development in industrial products, promotes
the transfer of technology towards more traditional areas, in addition to offering significant
employment opportunities for the national population. Overall, domestic companies occupy
important positions on the market, both on their own and in the setting of major international
cooperations, and they control critical technologies that are also functional to national security
needs.

10.	Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development
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1.4.2. INDUSTRIAL POLICY AND GROWTH STRATEGY
The A&D industry has a value that goes beyond the purely economic one for a country’s industrial
system, but takes on even stronger, geopolitical and strategic worth by enabling solid, long-term
relationships with other countries to be built. The world’s leading countries – and, increasingly,
the emerging economies as well – have identified this sector as strategic for consolidating their
geopolitical role internationally and for the industrial and technological development of their
own economies, outlining a clear vision of medium/long-term development.
In terms of industrial policy, the defense white paper (Libro Bianco della Difesa) and Law no.
7/2018 for the review of the governance of the aerospace sector in Italy are two recent examples
of guidance policy for strategic sectors. The space sector was recently subject to an overall
governance review with the entry into force of Law no. 7/2018, which lays down measures for
coordinating industrial policy for the sector and the function of the Italian Space Agency. In this
redesign of industry governance, the Prime Minister has been tasked with “top management,
general political responsibility, and coordination of the ministries’ policies relating to space
programs, in the State’s interest,” instituting the interministerial committee for these policies,
chaired by the Prime Minister or by the Undersecretary to the Prime Minister’s office with
delegated powers over the sector’s policies.
On the other hand, in the aeronautics sector, the specific reference of greatest importance in
terms of industrial policy is still Law no. 808 of 1985, launched 35 years ago, which provides
a financial instrument for developing the competitiveness of the sector’s industries. In a
technological and geopolitical landscape that is evolving rapidly in with respect to the leading
international competitors, there is a perceived absence of a renewed systemic vision for the
Italian A&D industry, and of an organic strategy for its implementation.
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2. CHAPTER 2: PROGRAMS AND TECHNOLOGIES
2.1. INTRODUCTION: PROGRAMS AND TECHNOLOGIES OF THE ITALIAN PRODUCTION CHAIN
As already discussed, Italy holds a prestigious position in the global aerospace sector, thanks to
a supply chain of excellence that is of essential strategic importance for the country, and rich
in industrial and technological capabilities. In addition to the Prime Contractors (e.g. Leonardo,
Avio Aero, etc.), 80% of the players in the national supply chain consist of Small and mediumsized enterprises (SMEs) mostly concentrated in regional districts (Piedmont, Lombardy, Lazio,
Campania, Puglia, Umbria, etc.). Italian technological and productive know-how comprises fixed
wing craft, rotary wing aircraft, propulsion, software, fuselage components, the engineering
and assembly of parts (in aluminum, titanium, and composite materials), metallurgy, mechanics,
electromechanics, electronics, plastics production and processing, rubber, and all highperformance materials for complex applications11. The close interdependence between the
civil and defense markets opens possibilities for the development of dual applications: the
defense market often operates under logical schemes of priority and exclusiveness, but the
enterprises indirectly involved in the civil market can often benefit from the new technological
developments.
Most of the value of the USA-Italy trans-Atlantic relationship is concentrated in major American
programs that Italian enterprises take part in through long-term partnership agreements with
United States players, and as Tier-1, Tier-2, and Tier-3 suppliers. Participation in programs that will
cover the supply over the next twenty years will allow the companies in the Italian supply chain
to benefit from the economic and technological value of a development cycle and, plausibly, to
develop capacities for positioning themselves in the subsequent cycle.
In terms of absolute value, the commercial air transport market is superior to the defense one,
and is far more concentrated on the side of supply and products, with a growing polarization
around the duopoly of the two major global players Boeing and Airbus; entering into the supply
chain of the large commercial programs, possibly with a qualified role, is of essential strategic
importance for the companies in the Italian supply chain. The capacity for collaboration with
the leading players, starting from the initial phases of the new programs and in support of the
considerable commitment of money and personnel needed to get them started, is an essential
factor for being able to ensure long-term participation in the market. A similar polarization may
be seen in the helicopter sector, in which most of the European market is dominated by Airbus
and Leonardo, while on the American market, Leonardo is going through a period of strong

11.	Export.gov data
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growth, thanks also to new and important U.S. Defense contracts. The most recent example is
Leonardo’s victory, with the TH-119, in the competition held by the U.S. Navy to select its new
training helicopter, thus strengthening the long-established leadership of European helicopter
OEMs in the world civilian market.
This chapter will analyze in greater depth the key USA-Italy collaboration programs in four
segments of particular importance for domestic production:
•

Civil Aeronautics

•

Fighter aircraft

•

Helicopters

•

Aircraft propulsion

The major programs account for only a part of the value of the Italian supply chain in which
numerous players have an equally strategic role, taking part as lower-tier suppliers for various
national and international programs (Figure A16). The chapter will then conclude with a deeper
analysis of the vertical technological collaborations along the supply chain, established by
domestic aerospace SMEs with American OEMs and suppliers, presenting some virtuous
examples that highlight the factors that enable and hamper these forms of cooperation.

2.2. MAJOR PROGRAMS IN THE TRANS-ATLANTIC RELATIONSHIP
2.2.1. CIVIL AERONAUTICS: BOEING 78712
The seventy years of collaboration between Boeing and the Italian aerospace industry in
commercial as well as defense and space programs have involved both major players and
small and medium-sized enterprises, providing an eloquent example of how the trans-Atlantic
industrial partnership can help reinforce and expand skills in the sector, thus supporting
innovation, investment, and production, and of course employment, and creating new markets.
The Boeing 787 program is not only the most recent collaboration program, but also the one
historically with the greatest impact on the industrial dimensions discussed above (Figure
A17). The Boeing 787 Dreamliner is the most innovative and technologically advanced
commercial airplane available on the market today. It is a family of aircraft with three versions
seating 200-350-passengers, in the wide body market segment. This aircraft’s engineering and
production processes mark a revolutionary innovation for the aeronautics industry, both for the
extensive use of composite materials, and for the important role played by Tier-1 suppliers of
major structural subsystems.

12. Boeing data
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With the 787, Boeing has initiated a policy of outsourcing activities previously developed inhouse, delegating to a few, selected risk-sharing partners – including Leonardo – high levels
of responsibility for engineering, industrializing, and manufacturing more than 50% of the
aerostructure. Leonardo – known as Alenia Aeronautica at the time – was chosen as program
partner and the only source for manufacturing the two central sections of the fuselage and
the tail stabilizer. It was selected essentially on the basis of two decisive elements: the Italian
company’s pre-existing capacities in manufacturing large aeronautical structures in carbon fiber,
and the ability of both the company and of the regional system to invest in newly conceived
infrastructure and in human resources qualified in new skills. The horizontal stabilizer is in fact
made using multi-spar box technology patented by Leonardo, while, for the 787’s fuselage,
Leonardo and Boeing developed and employed innovative “one-piece barrel” technology,
which allows the fuselage sections to be made as single-piece, integrated structures, unlike the
traditional metal barrels consisting of panels riveted together. Thanks to the collaboration with
Boeing for the joint development of the 787 program, Leonardo and the national supply chain
have seen a technological evolution towards a high level of automation. A systemic approach
and long-term vision have ensured a quantitative and qualitative position in a twenty-year
(estimated) program that is redefining engineering and production standards and will assure
the involved supply chain of competitive capacities in future aeronautics programs.
The Italian supply chain for the 787 program includes eight other Tier-1 suppliers, plus a large
number of Tier-2 suppliers, including the makers of the main instruments and cutting-edge
machine tools used to produce the carbon fiber components. Thanks to the 787 program, the
new Italian Tier-1 suppliers (Figure A18) have for the first time joined a major commercial program
with a supply role, and have developed new technical and operational skills indispensable for
their future competitiveness and for the growth of major commercial programs in the value
chain.
The strategic importance of the aerostructures segment resides in the fact that in addition to
representing a significant and enduring source of productive activities (aeronautical programs
have life cycles of twenty years and more), it is a knowledge-intensive sector that, given the
aeronautical product’s complexity and high quality and safety standards, requires a broad and
diverse base of scientific and technological knowledge, a high level of production specialization,
significant research and development, and the need to protect intellectual property. Composite
technology has primary importance, considering that its use in aeronautics has grown
progressively over time, in both civil and military programs, with more growth expected in the
years to come.
The Boeing 787 Dreamliner is an innovative and technologically advanced aircraft also in
terms of propulsion. Its GEnx engine can reduce CO2 emissions by 15% in comparison with
its predecessors (CF6) – an important achievement that saw the contribution of the Italian
technology of Avio Aero, a partner for the engineering and production of low-pressure turbine
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components and accessory drive train, accounting for approximately a 12% share of activity.
The 787 program’s systemic impact on Italian industry also enabled the appearance of a
new regional aeronautics hub around the Grottaglie/Taranto airport, and the consequent
development of an aerospace district– Distretto Tecnologico Aerospaziale (DTA)13 – that, in
addition to promoting industrial diversification in terms of production capacity and Research
and Development (R&D), has created a driver capable of attracting new enterprises and qualified
investment. Boeing’s indirect impact through its use of Italian suppliers has been equally
important.
Beyond the technological and productive benefits, the advantages of these systemic partnerships
for an OEM like Boeing are generally also represented by major product orders by airlines in the
partner country. Operations of this kind did not take place in the Italian case, mainly due to the
persistently precarious situation of the leading national carrier, but could have expanded the
partnership even more significantly.
In the Italian case, however, other spillovers have taken place. Here, mention might certainly be
made of the partnership between Boeing and SACE, signed in 2017. In order to support Boeing’s
contracts and subcontracts with Italian firms specialized in precision aeronautical components,
the Italian export credit company guarantees financing of up to $ 1.25 billion in credit lines every
year for the sale of Boeing aircraft, thus initiating a virtuous cycle that further promotes the
development and know-how of domestic companies.
2.2.2. FIGHTER AIRCRAFT: THE LM F-35 AND THE JSF PROGRAM14
The F-35 Lightning II was developed in the United States as part of the JSF (Joint Strike Fighter)
program, designed in 1996 to complete a defense system that included a number of variants of
a single aircraft capable of meeting, in integrated fashion, Air Force and Navy needs. The logic
distinguishing this program was its opening, right from the outset, to the participation of other
countries towards its development in accordance with three levels, based on the amount of
the participants’ investments. Today, 13 nations take part in the program, including 7 European
countries (if Great Britain is to be considered). Internationalization was a key factor for its success,
with more than 530 aircraft already delivered and more than 3,200 in the orders backlog. These
volumes have permitted strong economies of scale, lowering the cost per aircraft, which has
fallen by more than 70% since the start of the program.

13.	Link: https://www.dtascarl.org
14.	Lockheed Martin data
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Designed by the American Lockheed Martin group, the F-35 Lightning II is currently the most
advanced latest-generation, single-seat, multirole aircraft for performing close air support, strike,
reconnaissance, and air superiority missions. The aircraft is classified as fifth generation thanks
to its intrinsically stealth engineering designed to avoid detection by enemy radar systems, and
above all to its capacity for the integration and fusion of the data collected from the various
onboard sensors in order to combine mission information, thereby augmenting the pilot’s
situational awareness. The F-35 also boasts the most advanced data transmission technologies
currently available, enabling it to quickly send the collected information to the command and
control centers for air, sea, and land operations. Lastly, the aircraft can continuously send data
on its operating status to improve the efficiency of the entire support and maintenance logistics
chain.
Italy belongs to the JSF program as a Tier-2 partner (Figure A19), with a commitment, expressed
by the Government at the approval of the Parliamentary defense committees, to order 90 planes.
The objective of this decision, in addition to acquiring cutting-edge operating capacity, may be
seen in the need to replace the Italian Air Force’s last 52 Tornados and 60 AMXs, and the Italian
Navy’s 18 AV-8 Harrier II Plus aircraft, that have reached the end of their service life.
In the sphere of industrial participation for joining the JSF program, Italy negotiated with
Lockheed Martin and the United States government to develop a Final Assembly and Check Out
(FACO) line for the construction of aircraft not only for the Italian Air Force and Navy, but also
for other users like Holland. The FACO, built inside the Cameri Air Base (Novara), covers an area
of 40.87 hectares with 22 buildings housing 11 assembly stations and 5 overhaul, support, and
upgrading stations. Owned by the Italian Air Force and managed by Leonardo with the technical
supervision of Lockheed Martin, the facility began operations in July 2013, and now has more
than 1,100 highly qualified employees. In addition, Lockheed Martin has chosen Leonardo
to make the aircraft’s full wings outside the United States. The wing production plant is also
housed at the FACO in Cameri. The innovative productive solutions adopted in making the F-35
have resulted in a spillover of new technologies from Lockheed Martin to Leonardo, in order to
ensure that the parts made in Italy and those made in the United States have complete quality
uniformity. This transfer of know-how now allows Leonardo to operate the most advanced fifthgeneration aeronautics facility in the world after the United States, but above all to stand on
the front lines among European countries in the development and production of latest- and
future-generation platforms. Italy’s industrial involvement is not just Leonardo, but enjoys the
participation of additional major national industrial outfits, in particular small and medium-sized
enterprises with facilities scattered about the peninsula (especially in Lombardy, Piedmont,
Liguria, Tuscany, Umbria, Lazio, Campania, and Puglia).
Looking to the future, Italy’s economic return of greatest importance relating to the JSF program
will be the activity of maintaining and upgrading the aircraft fleet deployed in Europe for the next
40 years. Currently, the only existing infrastructures that meet the safety standards laid down by
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the United States for the maintenance of F-35s are Lockheed Martin’s Fort Worth (Texas) factory
and the FACO in Cameri. It is therefore important for Italy to make the most of this competitive
edge as the only F-35 maintenance center for the entire European and Mediterranean region, by
also securing its support for American Air Force craft deployed in Europe.
2.2.3. HELICOPTERS: LEONARDO AND THE MH-139A PROGRAM15
The MH-139A program, assigned in September 2018 by Boeing as Prime Contractor with the
United States Air Force (USAF), will replace the current fleet of 64 UH-1N helicopters with a fleet
of MH-139As that may include up to 84 units. This fleet supports the vertical flight needs of
the Air Force Global Strike Command (AFGSC), the Air Force District of Washington (AFDW), the
Pacific Air Force (PACAF), the Air Force Materiel Command (AFMC), and the Air Education and
Training Command (AETC). The MH-139A is a modified version of the AW139 made by Leonardo’s
Helicopters Division, with Boeing and Leonardo collaborating towards designing and certifying
the necessary configuration changes (Figure A20). The USAF MH-139A program also calls for
supplying some Training Devices developed for the USAF’s specific needs.
The MH-139A is made by Leonardo’s Helicopters Division in the Philadelphia (USA) facility,
where the assembly phases take place for the AW139 base helicopter, which is then completed
with mission systems in part at the Leonardo Completion Center and in part at Boeing’s Ridley
Park (Philadelphia) plant. As early as the pre-contract phase, teams of Leonardo and Boeing
technicians worked actively together in defining the configuration, both to identify the design
solutions most suited to responding to the tender requirements, and to maximize the reutilization
of dual-use technologies already in existence for the AW139, thus reducing development and
certification time and costs. The most important development activities dealt with designing
weapon and defense systems, the integration of specific systems requested by the USAF, and
the modification of flight software (Honeywell Primus Epic) to extend the flight envelope. The
program of course involves a number of Italian companies to supply the materials needed both
to produce the AW139 base helicopter, and for its subsequent customization.
In the current contract performance phase, the first 4 aircraft have been completed and FAA
certification activities are underway for some of the mission systems and for the extension of
the flight envelope. The USAF already received the first aircraft in December 2019 at Duke Fields
(Florida), where the 413th Flight Test Squadron began the Development Test & Evaluation (DT&E)
activities to test all the flight characteristics. When this is completed, Milestone C will be reached,
with the subsequent authorization by the USAF to proceed with the purchase of the subsequent
lots. The program calls for the delivery of 8 helicopters between 2022 and 2031.

15. Leonardo data
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The MH-139A program has underscored that a dual-use product like the AW139 can be not
just the reference point in its market segment for civilian applications (Offshore activities, EMS,
VIP, Fire Fighting), but can also constitute a sound platform for expanding collaboration with
American firms in order to meet the more complex needs of the United States military market,
with a view to possible future programs.
2.2.4. AIRCRAFT PROPULSION: GE 9X16
The United States is a leader in aircraft propulsion thanks to an industrial base that includes
two of the world’s three main engine manufacturers. The industrial collaboration with Italy is
extraordinarily important, and is based on ownership of the Italian leader in the sector, Avio
Aero, purchased by General Electric in 2013. In the 5 years thereafter, GE invested more than $ 1
billion in the company, thus elevating the Italian engine manufacturing sector’s role and skills.
Currently, the company employs about 4,600 people in Italy, leading a supply chain that includes
1,000 Italian small and medium-sized enterprises; components produced by the company are
present in more than 80% of all the world’s commercial aircraft.
Avio Aero’s participation in developing and manufacturing new-generation aircraft engines,
which will be prominent players on the civilian market for the next 30 years, includes the General
Electric GE9X, the most powerful commercial jet engine ever built (Figure A21, A22). During a
test in 2017, the GE9X recorded 134,300 pounds of thrust, earning a Guinness World Record.
The engine is also the largest in circulation: its enormous, approximately 3.4-meter diameter is
as wide as the fuselage of an entire Boeing 737. Developed specially for the Boeing 777X and
blending evolutionary and revolutionary engineering, the GE9X is the most fuel efficient jet
engine that General Electric has ever produced, and can offer a 10% improvement over the 777300ER with GE90-115B engine, and 5% over any engine existing in the same segment. This is a
highly significant achievement, given that fuel costs represent on average 20% of an airline’s
operating expenses.
The GE9X’s efficiency is based on parts made with innovative materials, including ceramic matrix
composites that can endure high temperatures, and lighter components made using advanced
production technologies like 3D printing. Avio Aero’s 3D printing factory enables the production
of the turbine blades for the GE9X, made using titanium aluminide (TiAl). Aircraft engine designers
prefer TiAl because it weighs 50% less than the alloys typically used in turbines. However, TiAl
is also quite fragile, and before the arrival of the 3D printer the only way to shape it was hot
rolling, a costly and unreliable process that made it effectively unusable in mass production.
Also through its participation in and contribution to the GE9X program, Avio Aero has shown the

16. Avio Aero data
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world the potential of 3D printing processes, and how they can transform the aerospace industry.
Among other things, Avio Aero’s contribution also extended to engineering and developing
the whole turbine, which contains the titanium aluminide blades, and to the Accessory Drive
Train, a subsystem for which the company boasts global leadership, that draws power from the
engine in order to allow it and the aircraft to function properly, driving the engine’s and the
aircraft’s accessories (fuel pump, oil pump, hydraulic pumps for flight controls, engine starter
system, a variety of onboard systems and instruments for pilots and passengers). Lastly, Avio
Aero is responsible for making the oil tank and various parts of the turbine. Overall, about 800
components in each unit, equal to about 20% of the GE9X engine, are built in Italy at Avio Aero’s
five plants, in Piedmont, Campania, and Puglia. The GE9X is also the first engine created in the
digital industrial era, and ever since the initial phases of its development, enormous quantities of
data have been acquired on each engineered, prototyped, and tested component, to guarantee
future traceability. These data will be used for a monitoring and a customized analysis for each
engine, which will help predict behavior in operation and optimize maintenance interventions
onboard each Boeing 777X.
The GE9X program has an enormous strategic value for the entire Italian sector, in terms
of position and technological advance, as well as for the production volumes and jobs it will
generate in decades to come. Participation in the GE9X program required Avio Aero and its supply
chain to invest in research and development and in technologically advanced manufacturing
arrangements worth hundreds of millions of euros. Worldwide, the aerospace industry is deemed
crucial for industrial development, and in the case of the GE9X, it was essential to be able to
access the financing established by Law 808, which remains the decisive instrument for Italian
companies to position themselves on the aviation market with excellent skills and abilities.
2.2.5. VERTICAL TECHNOLOGICAL COLLABORATIONS ALONG THE SUPPLY CHAIN
As already pointed out, the large Italian aerospace companies possess strong strategic
importance and are a major source of volume and revenue for the production chain. On the other
hand, much of national industry consists of SMEs specialized in specific phases of the production
process. These enterprises are extremely important for the development and sustainability of
the country system and of the trans-Atlantic relationship, and include proponents of industry
excellence that have over the years established profitable relationships with large OEMs and
Tier-1 suppliers on the domestic and international level, including American ones.
The critical factors of success that enabled and that still propel these interactions lie in the marked
ability of domestic enterprises to innovate and establish relations of vertical collaboration
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along the production chain (cross-fertilization, co-design, risk sharing, etc.) beyond excellent
technological know-how in various phases and/or components of production. Another of the
distinctive capacities that make Italian SMEs international standouts is their compliance with
regulatory, industrial, and quality standards on a par with the leading players in the aerospace
sector and other industries, such as automotive, electronics, and so on. The large companies
(e.g. Leonardo, Avio Aero) support much of the supply chain’s activity, engaging the network of
SMEs in their own programs and, often, sponsoring their inclusion in the international platforms
they contribute to as Tier-1 and Tier-2 suppliers. On the other hand, given Italian SMEs’ small
size and consequently lower economic competitiveness, international players in many cases
choose to work opportunistically with them. The ability of smaller players to take part in largescale programs is therefore closely bound to commercial activity and to national investment–
currently insufficient (the “offset” model) – and this currently represents the chief limitation upon
strengthening their international standing.
Magnaghi Aeronautica, Umbra Group, Loccioni, and Logic are some examples of domestic SMEs
that have established virtuous relationships with major foreign players, particularly American.
Operating for more than 80 years in engineering, producing, and maintaining systems for civil
and military aviation, the Magnaghi Group (Figure A23) is involved in numerous United States
OEM programs both from Italy, for example by supplying primary structural components for
Boeing 787 engine nacelles, and from the U.S., supplying landing gears for numerous primary
platforms, like the F35 and the AH-64 Apache. Given the Magnaghi Group’s capacity for innovation
and its considerable size, it was selected by Sikorsky Aircraft Corporation (SAC) as supplier of
the landing system for the MH60R Seahawk designed for the Royal Danish Navy and for other
allied navies. The system, for which Magnaghi holds the patent, assists the pilot while landing
the helicopter on deck, and then ensures landing for about 24 hours through an automatic
sequence of operations that requires no intervention by ground personnel even in adverse sea
and weather conditions. The Magnaghi Group obtained qualification from LMAero/Sikorsky
and the U.S. Navy within less than 3 years after winning the contract. Currently, the system is
operated by the Royal Danish Navy, and is showing very high levels of mission dispatchability.
The Magnaghi Group, through its Long Island (NY) plant, supplies the rear landing gear for the
same helicopter, boasting a more than decade-long relationship with Collins Aerospace.
A global leader in the production of ball screws, the Umbra Group (Figure A24) made a name
for itself starting in the 1980s, in the supply chain of the Boeing programs. Thanks to direct
collaboration with the raw material supplier and with Boeing itself, Umbra developed Cronidur,
a stainless steel that contributed towards the revolution in intercontinental transport ushered
in with the B777. On the path already taken with the 777, Boeing subsequently introduced
onto the 787 platform a revolutionary package of new technologies: Cronidur’s success in HLS
systems has opened the way to introducing the same material in braking systems, while the
vertical collaboration between airframers, Tier-1, Tier-2, and Tier-3 has generated a knowledge
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loop enabling one more step forward in aircraft electrification. The vertical integration of the
core skills of the entire supply chain, through a knowledge exchange going beyond the normal
supplier/customer relationship, was essential for the development of innovative solutions from
the standpoint of function, industrialization, productive efficiency, and maintenance. Only this
approach of technological collaboration could allow an industrial process to be created that was
robust in terms of new engineering criteria, the introduction of new materials, and the ability to
manage production volumes above aviation standards.
Active in engineering and making measurement and control systems for industrial processes and
products, Loccioni (Figure A25) has made a particular name for itself in the Testing & Validation
phase, taking up the challenge launched by Avio Aero to imagine a test cell for GE Aviation’s
Catalyst engine that would allow the engine’s digital brain (FADEC) to be tested and validated
well before the complete engine was available, thus drastically reducing development times
and allowing the study on how the various subsystems behaved to be done earlier. Loccioni
developed a system capable of simulating different flight conditions while leaving the pilot in
full, real-time control over the digital engine, using a genuine cloche. Co-design, risk sharing,
and cross-fertilization are the basis for the success of the collaboration between the customer
and the production chain that in this case relied on financial solidity, an agile organizational
structure, transversal technical skills (mechanics, fluidics, software, etc.), and technological
know-how acquired in more than 50 years of activity on markets other than aerospace (health,
automotive, energy, etc.).
Specialized in making electronic systems Logic (Figure A26) has been certified by Boeing since
the 1970s for the production of two sets of Engine Control Systems for CH-47 Chinook and
H-46 helicopters: the BSC (Boeing Steering Control Box) and the MCH (Multiquadrant Condition
H – for engine). Logic developed the first version and then updated the platform to Boeing’s
specifications over the years. Logic manufactures the two units both for mass production and
for the supply of spare parts, and guarantees repair service to Boeing. The project originated
as an offset agreement, and only the lack of commercial activity on the Italian level prevented
Logic from being admitted to compete for other contracts on different platforms and/or in
different programs, in spite of the general appreciation expressed over time. Another of Logic’s
historic collaborations with United States industry, namely with Ametek Aerospace Products,
was signed in 1997 at the recommendation of Agusta, now Leonardo Helicopters, with the goal
of increasing the Italian content of a supply for the AW109. The agreement calls for the joint
development of the DAU (Data Acquisition Unit) and the subsequent Build-to-Print production
in which Logic is responsible for developing 50% of the electronic boards, mechanics, assembly,
testing, and delivery. In this case as well, in the absence of additional inputs from OEMs and in
spite of Ametek’s satisfaction and the good relations established between the two companies,
the relationship remained opportunistic, yielding no additional commercial opportunities.
The virtuous examples presented in this chapter clearly demonstrate that the small – and not
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so small – players in the Italian aerospace industry have the abilities and characteristics needed
to access future programs and to strengthen Italy’s standing in the world. On the other hand,
partnerships for leading roles in major programs are increasingly guided by systemic and
country approaches, in which, alongside the technological and productive capabilities of the
supply chain, great weight is also carried by the country’s ability to integrate that role into the
national aerospace vision and strategy, and to support it with systemic synergies. Intervention
and support from the government and public institutions will therefore play a central role for
sustainability and the future developments of the national supply chain.
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3. CHAPTER 3: FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS
As the previous chapters discussed, the A&D sector will see a series of changes during the
decades to come, which will modify its influence and technological, competitive, and geopolitical
equilibria. The following chapter will go into greater depth, examining the scope and effects of
these developments in three particularly interesting and interdependent areas:
•

Technologies, Innovation, Programs

•

Collaboration models

•

National Strategies and Policies

The chapter will conclude with a summary paragraph reporting and discussing the main
considerations, reflections, and implications that emerged in the various chapters with regard
to the current state and the future of the domestic and international aerospace sector, as well as
the trans-Atlantic relationship between Italy and the United States.

3.1. TECHNOLOGIES, INNOVATION, PROGRAMS
The outlook for the A&D sector will see a series of technological disruptions affecting the
evolution and innovation of productive systems, products, and business models, which will
involve:
•

Affirmation of industry 4.0 technologies and processes

•

Growing automization and digitalization along the entire production chain

•

Growing digitalization of the armed forces, and consequent new needs in terms of
technologies and products (e.g. Unmanned systems)

•

Growing importance of Cyber Security

Italy will have the opportunity to reap the benefits of a discontinuity that is not only technological,
but also industrial and geopolitical, in which some large groups in the sector will be able to
function as an enabling technological platform, contributing to the country system’s overall
economic development. For the purpose of our analysis, technological evolution will present
a potential threat and an opportunity both for Italian companies and for the relationship with
the United States. On the one hand, there will be the opportunity to cement the trans-Atlantic
collaborations around certain new technologies by consolidating the supply chain’s role and
competitiveness and initiating models of more driven integration, like joint ventures in new
technologies and programs. With a view to consolidating and deepening collaboration, it would
by all means be useful for the entire system to be encouraged towards a renewed willingness
to share information and developments in new technologies, in order to bring the cooperation
already created in certain settings – like aerostructures, for example – towards new technological
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sectors with greater innovation and added value, like electronics and digital.
On the other hand, the emergence of new technologies and processes could lead to the entry of
new players and countries that might undermine collaboration positions consolidated over time,
most likely in sectors with less added value which, with a view to the relationship’s evolution,
might no longer be the focus of the relationship between Italy and the United States.
An important element that will influence the future of this relationship will be the development
of the European Defense Fund and of the PESCO programs, with their impact on trans-Atlantic
relations. As discussed in Chapter 1, the European Defense Fund consists of a set of instruments
and measures pursuing a European-level integrated Defense and Security policy with the goal
of attaining greater strategic autonomy. As desired by the European Union, these initiatives
come into being as complementary to NATO and the other international alliances, even though
they are carried out within the Union’s framework. The reinforced defense capability of the
EU’s Member States will in fact be aimed at strengthening the European pillar of the Atlantic
Alliance, while responding to the repeated demands for a stronger sharing of trans-Atlantic
burdens and the building of a more substantial and evolved capacity for coalition. For this very
reason, the evolution of an autonomous European defense identity should not be perceived
as a threat to participation by American industry in future European and Italian defense
programs; on the other hand, the relationship with the United States has always been valued
as a strategic partnership essential for supporting and strengthening Italy’s competitiveness
and standing in defense on global level. In a setting of growing European integration, Italy will
certainly be on the front lines in promoting and defending interoperability among players and
programs in and out of Europe – and American ones first and foremost. For the United States, the
continuation of trans-Atlantic collaborations is a source of considerable sales volumes, making
it possible to maintain a strategic position; from the Italian perspective, these relationships are
essential for the supply chain’s future sustainability, because they facilitate domestic companies’
participation in the large-scale development programs that the United States can finance, such
as the new generation of helicopters (Future Vertical Lift), hypersonic flight, and major NASA
space missions. These programs are a continuous spur to developing strategic skills in order to
remain competitive and access the technologies of the future, also with a European perspective.

3.2. COLLABORATION MODELS
The A&D sector’s future discontinuities in terms of technologies, processes, products, and
geopolitical equilibria may quite likely lead to an evolution in the collaboration models prevailing
among the sector’s industries.
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Historically, the Italian aerospace industry has seen a prevalence of transnational models – from
simple commercial transactions to “Offsets”17. For years, offsets have been the most widespread
relationship model and the long-term supply contracts guaranteed by these agreements
have long supported participation in major international programs by numerous firms along
the Italian supply chain. On the other hand, this kind of agreement is strongly linked to the
country’s spending capacity in A&D, and at any rate requires the strong commitment of domestic
companies in order not to risk limiting the stimulus to maintaining competitiveness in exchange
for a long-term economic return for the enterprises. Moreover, the priority areas of investment
and development cannot always be chosen in optimal fashion.
The forecasts see a shift towards models increasingly focused on cooperation, the shared
development of know-how and technologies, and shared skills and resources; the three main
adopted models – Partnerships, Joint Ventures, and Direct Shareholding – present a degree of
increasing integration, and each has its pros and cons.
Partnerships are collaborations among enterprises, regulated by a contract for the development
of common or complementary projects, without giving rise to structured operation and/
or management systems. These agreements allow the players involved to share skills and
technologies, while increasing their competitiveness and affording access to new markets with
the greatest possible flexibility in terms of the collaboration’s duration and intensity, and total
decision-making independence. One prominent example in the Italian context was the Leonardo’s
partnership, as Tier-2 partner, in the JSF F-35 program. The Partnership is a type of collaboration
widely appreciated and utilized by United States companies, and would guarantee the firms in
the Italian corporate system the utmost level of technological collaboration, skills development,
and decision-making efficiency with the least contractual constraint and the maximum stimulus
to maintain competitiveness (e.g. maximization of production quality standards). On the other
hand, this type of agreement does not always provide a level of technology transfer capable
of developing the partners’ initiative, and might at any rate be insufficiently binding to attract
significant United States production volumes in Italy, especially in the case of small domestic
companies specialized in niche technologies.
The Joint Venture (JV) is an agreement among companies to achieve a common goal or compete
a given project, sharing risks and profits. Joint Ventures offer the same benefits as a partnership,
along with additional economic benefits derived from sharing and diversifying costs and risks;
however, this model entails a slower decision-making process and more stringent contractual
constraints for the involved parties. At present, there are no examples of JVs of major importance

17.	Offsets are import agreements that require the exporter – a company or a government/entity acting as intermediary – to
compensate the importing entity by satisfying a need of the importing entity distinct from the acquisition of the goods and
services that form the core transaction. For example, an American aircraft manufacturer might choose Italian companies as Tier1/Tier-2 suppliers for one of its programs, in exchange for a substantial order of aircraft by the Italian Government.
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between Italian and American players. However, this model might be attractive for the future of
the trans-Atlantic relationship, as a vehicle for accelerating American volumes of investment in
Italy and sharing technology. In particular, the most specialized industrial outfits might attract
significant turnover, guaranteeing American partners a greater level of collaboration and of
control over production than a simple partnership.
Lastly, Direct Shareholding involves the acquisition of a minority or majority stake in a company or
division. This model offers the highest degree of control over the collaboration (total integration
of know-how, technologies, culture, etc.), but also carries with it the highest degree of burden,
constraints, and risks. The most important example in the Italian context is GE Aviation’s purchase
and subsequent integrations of the Avio aerospace division later renamed Avio Aero (2013), an
operation that yielded positive results in terms both of new capacities and of volumes of work
and employment. This model, too, might spur profitable integrations between domestic skills
and major American players, with consequent benefits for the Italian supply chain in terms of
additional volumes of production and the development of core skills.
The foreseen evolution towards models with greater integration would therefore, over the long
term, promote further improvement of the quality of trans-Atlantic collaborations, with growing
attention to mutual needs and simpler processes, for example in terms of technology and knowhow transfer, the capacity for exporting products, etc.
Examples of existing industrial integration models also include collaborations by Italian and
American firms in United States territory. A major case is DRS Technologies, an American company
specialized in defense technologies, and a part of the Leonardo group since 2008. The numerous
other virtuous cases include the recent initiatives featuring Fincantieri, a prime contractor in a
major U.S. Navy program, or the example of the collaboration between Leonardo Helicopters
and Boeing on the MH139, already discussed in chapter 2.

3.3. NATIONAL STRATEGIES AND POLICIES
As emphasized in the previous chapters, access to the most important programs is linked not
only to the capacities of the companies along the production chain, but also and increasingly
to the systemic approach adopted by the country, both through an integrated national strategy
and via adequate support in terms of resources and synergies. In this context, government
and institutions play a key role in requesting and negotiating, on a governmental level, Italy’s
participation in major American A&D programs in order to obtain cutting-edge technological
capacities, thus guaranteeing adequate return in terms of collaborations, industrial partnerships,
and shared technological development.
Being present in a given program guarantees the development of know-how, skills, and key
platforms in order to be better positioned in future cycles. The greater the capacity expressed
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by the country’s industry, the greater the possibility of taking part in these programs will be.
In the Italian case, the presence of a national A&D champion is a major relationship factor,
thanks to the ability to lead supply chains of domestic SMEs that, although possessing excellent
technological and productive standards and capacities, are at times limited in their ability to join
major programs by the absence of critical mass and by the country’s A&D spending capacity. The
most important players in terms of size and resources can in fact take part in major programs as
suppliers of integrated systems and – in certain cases – as OEMs, developing a finished product
in-house; the smaller players on the other hand have access to the more important platforms
exclusively as suppliers specialized in systems (Tier-1, Tier-2, Tier-3, etc.). SMEs are a highly
significant part of domestic industry and it is therefore essential for both the government and
for the national champions to support their participation in and permanence on the leading
aerospace platforms, in order to guarantee the supply chain’s sustainability.
Another element for thought is provided by Italy’s geopolitical role in the new global scenarios,
a role unfailingly reflected in the aerospace skills that the country wishes to bring forward in a
sustainable fashion.
From this perspective, a national strategy, outlined by clear industrial policy choices, appears
necessary and should probably also consider focusing on the sectors in which the country
system has or would like to have distinctive or relevant capacities, in such a way as to position
itself globally as a pure center of excellence for given skills/sectors, by taking part in the most
important programs with no geopolitical constraints as components suppliers.
For this to take place, investment must, first of all, continue to be made in developing and
maintaining distinctive capacities on a national level.
As explained in Chapter 1, estimates pointed to decreased Italian A&D spending even before the
Covid crisis, with cuts expected in the 2020-30 due to the weak economy and high government
debt. The further worsening of the economy following the pandemic might lead to reduced
public investment in A&D, in favor of other expenses needed for the recovery. On the other hand,
the sector might and ought to benefit from the public financing derived from the country’s
recovery plan, with it being considered a key sector for employment and the development of the
production system, as well as a potential driver for future growth. An initial signal in this sense is
provided by the upcoming cash injection from the Recovery Fund.
In A&D as in all industrial sectors, it is essential for these funds to be invested not with a view
to restoring the pre-crisis status quo, but as a basis for strengthening the supply chain’s future
competitiveness, to the benefit of Italian industry and, indirectly, of the international partners
operating on national territory.
Having a developed A&D sector of international standing as Italy does is a primary asset for the
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country, an asset that must be supported and further developed with the goal of raising it to
the level of the leading competitors, while combating growing competition from the emerging
countries. The sector must be adequately nourished by domestic institutions through investment,
ongoing research activity, and a culture of innovation that can find suitable support only with
participation in multilateral cooperation programs in an international setting, privileging the
trans-Atlantic relationship first and foremost18.
In this setting, optimizing resources through a national industrial strategy, built around those
high-value-added sectors and skills in which Italy can excel internationally, is a passage that can
be put off no longer.
The government and institutions play a central role in the future development of the A&D sector.
To transform the crisis into opportunity and guarantee the industry’s sustainability, it is essential
for Italy to adopt a shared strategy with the aim of strengthening value chains suitable for
competing in the new scenarios and guaranteeing ongoing participation in the larger programs.
Towards this end, what is needed is the development of a national aerospace sector policy that
is proactive, clear, and focused on specific segments, breaking with the past and including key
interventions in three main areas:
•

Development of a National Plan for industry that provides a structured, long-term system
vision of the entire sector, and includes policies, initiatives, and investments aimed at
guaranteeing its development and sustainability;

•

Promotion of progressive specialization of the national supply chain for specific sectors/
segments, with a consequent channeling of public resources and policies;

•

Design and adoption of an organic strategy for implementing the National Plan, while
updating and/or supplementing existing pertinent legislation accordingly,19 and a parallel
action of industrial diplomacy aimed at channeling leading skills into the major global
programs through collaboration with key countries, and the United States first and foremost.

3.4. FINAL REFLECTIONS
To conclude, Italy is a figure of excellence in the global aerospace sector, thanks to a production
chain rich in industrial and technological capacities. Italian participation in major international
programs has slowed in recent years, chiefly due to defense budget restrictions, while investments
by other countries, especially by some emerging economies, have grown and have attracted
significant industrial and technological returns to those territories. Moreover, Italy takes part

18.	Leonardo data
19.	Law no. 808 - 1985
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in important European international programs, and new initiatives are being started up. At any
rate, the country possesses excellent skills and the human and cultural capital to be leveraged
to make the A&D sector an instrument to strengthen the country system and a driver of the
economic recovery.
International collaborations, first and foremost the relationship with the United States, are
essential in order to guarantee the sustainability of the Italian supply chain, by maximizing
participation in the large-scale programs of the future. Countries of United States origin
already have significant weight in the domestic aeronautics sector, thanks to the presence
of large multinationals such as, for example, Boeing, Avio Aero, Collins, Northrop Grumman,
and Lockheed Martin. The upcoming discontinuities in the sector – technological industrial,
and geopolitical – will present several opportunities for national industry to strengthen its
position and consolidate relations with the American partners. These relations will be less and
less transactional, and more and more based on shared development models with growing
integration among the players involved. To achieve this, it is important, on the American side, for
virtuous and win-win partnership/collaboration with international partners to be provided for,
encouraged, and supported in their own programs, and for the United States market to remain
open, as the Italian market is.
On the Italian side, it is essential for the country to defend the principle of interoperability among
European and extra-European players and programs, and for government and institutions to
adopt a systemic approach, with a national aerospace policy that is clearer and more proactive,
and with a structured, long-term plan of policies and investment. In other words, it is absolutely
essential for Italy to update and strengthen the aerospace value it offers, in order to guarantee
growth and a high position in the value chain for the decades to come.
The promotion of a strategy of specialization in a reduced number of high-potential segments/
sectors, that thinks in terms of systems instead of programs, seems directly functional to this
purpose. This approach would make it possible to capitalize on the distinctive features of the
Italian supply chain and to channel national policies and public resources into a limited number
of key areas, thereby increasing the country’s competitiveness and maximizing its participation
in the major platforms with a lower degree of geopolitical constraints.
On the other hand, we believe it bears noting that Italy – given the role it has historically played
for the United States as a reliable ally, an active participant in NATO and a country that is home
to important military installations and strategically positioned in the Mediterranean – can only
be thought of as a natural and privileged partner of the United States.
Therefore, participation in large-scale United States programs in aerospace and defense must
also serve to cement this historic strategic collaboration, bringing substantial and long-lasting
advantages in terms of technology and industry, skills and know-how, to the benefit of national
industry and the whole country.
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Figure A1 - Trend in global civil aviation demand
Revenues per passenger and per kilometer (RPKs) 1980-2023

RPKs = Revenue Passenger Kilometers
Source: Traffic ICAO 1999 / 2000-2019E IATA stats / 2020F IATA December 2019

Figure A2 – Development of commercial fleet, 2019-2038

Source: Boeing data
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Figure A3 – Outlook for commercial fleet, 2018-2038

Source: Boeing data

Figure A4 – Aircraft deliveries, 2018-2038

Source: Boeing data
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Figure A5 – Historical data and Outlook for deliveries of commercial aircraft

Source: Boeing Commercial Market Outlook 2000-2018, Boeing Commercial Market Outlook 2019-2038

Figure A6 – Factors that will drive the recovery of post-Covid demand in civil aviation

Source: Pandemic Navigator Oliver Wyman, Oliver Wyman surveys
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Figure A7 –Covid’s impact on the commercial fleet

1. At start of year
Sources: Oliver Wyman Global Fleet and MRO Market Forecast, 2020-2030, post-Covid estimates; Oliver Wyman analysis

Figure A8 –Covid’s impact on the supply chain

1. Assumed equal to deliveries.
2. As reported in OEM 10-K.
3. OW Estimate. Sources: Oliver Wyman Global Fleet and MRO Market Forecast, 2020-2030, post-Covid estimates; Boeing; Airbus; Oliver Wyman analysis
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Figure A9 – Outlook for the Civil Aviation Supply Chain

Source: Oliver Wyman analysis

Figure A10 –Pre-Covid Defense Outlook

Source: U.S. Department of Defense Greenbook 2020, Italian Budget Law 2020-2022, Oliver Wyman analysis
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Figure A11 – Defense spending, post-Covid estimates

Source: AWIN

Figure A12 – Illustration of future digital battlefield

Source: Oliver Wyman analysis
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Figure A13 – Areas influenced by the technological transformation of Defense

Source: Oliver Wyman analysis

Figure A14 – Breakdown of defense budget and investment in new programs

Source: DOD USA, Credit Suisse research, 2019 Italian Defense Budget, OW analysis
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Figure A15 – Mapping of aerospace R&T projects co-financed in 2014-20
Aeronautic

Space

Source: CTNA

Figure A16 – Selection of major US-ITALY programs and the Italian players involved
Velivoli Commerciali

Elicotteri

Velivoli Militari

OEM
Company

Leonardo

Activity/Programs

Mecaer

Landing gears, Interiors

O.M.P.M.

Aerostructures, Propulsion,
Components

Fimac

Cooling equipment, valves,
etc.

APR

Aerostructures, Propulsion

Umbra

MH-60

AW119

AW139

AW169

AW189

M346

C27J

Aerostructures, Assembly

A. Abete

Loccioni

MH139

Electronic systems for
avionics, design…

Avionics, transport systems,
release

Tecnologie
I&A

B787

Landing gears,
Aerostructures

Aerea

Laer H

B777

Supplier (aerostructures,
Avionics, Support Services &
Training)
Propulsion

Logic

B767

OEM
(Helicopters and Airplanes)

GE Avio

Magnaghi

B737

Aerostructures, Components
Thermoacoustic insulation,
aircraft
Testing systems and test cells
Ball screws

Source: Data from companies, Amadeus, corporate websites
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Figure A17 – Technical data sheet, Italian participation in the Boeing 787 program
Data on Italian collaboration in the 787 program

Start of collaboration

The partnership between Boeing and Alenia (then the Finmeccanica Group) in the
787 program, called the 7E7 at the time, dates to 2003, while in 2004 Grottaglie
and Foggia were chosen as production sites.

Percentage of Italian participation

14%

Airplane sections produced in Italy

Section 44 and Section 46 (Central and center-rear section of fuselage) and tail
stabilizer.

Production plants

Grottaglie (Taranto), Foggia, Pomigliano d’Arco (Naples)

Total Italian suppliers

8, including Leonardo S.P.A., DEMA (DAR srl), A. Abete srl, and OMPM srl.

Total orders

1,510 787s by 74 airlines worldwide

Aircraft delivered

972

Value of services and supplies for
Boeing

About $ 1 billion per year, for the acquisition of services and supplies of equipment
in Italy

Employment impact

16,000 jobs, 6,900 of which persons employed following Boeing operations and
purchases and expenditures made by those working in the company’s employ
and in its supply chain. 9,100 jobs are supported by the supply of equipment and
services directly to Boeing customers (“consequential impact”).

Source: Boeing data (May 2020)

Figure A18 – Mapping of Italian Boeing 787 suppliers
Italian participation to the 787 program

Source: Boeing data
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Figure A19 – Technical data sheet, Italian participation in the F-35 program
Data on Italian collaboration in the Joint Strike Fighter – F-35 program

Start of collaboration

The partnership between LM and Alenia (now Leonardo Velivoli ) began in 2013
with the assembly of the first F-35 for the Italian Air Force at the Cameri (Novara)
facility

Percentage of Italian participation

Production of wingboxes and assembly of Italian and Dutch aircraft by Leonardo.
Italy designated as maintenance and upgrade center for F-35 aircraft in Europe for
the next 30 years

Production plants

Cameri Air Base (Novara)

Total Italian suppliers

46 suppliers, of which more than one half are SMEs distributed throughout
national territory

Total orders

90 F-35s planned for the Italian Air Force and Navy, 55 of which confirmed – 60
F-35As with conventional takeoff and landing, and 30 F-35Bs (15 for the Air Force
and 15 for the Navy) with short takeoff and vertical landing, suitable for use
on aircraft carriers. 29 F-35s for the Dutch Air Force. Planned production of 835
wingboxes.

Aircraft delivered

To date, 15 to the Italian and 4 to the Dutch Air Force

Value of industrial return for Italy

To date, approximately € 3 billion in signed contracts, for an estimated value
exceeding € 10 billion over the course of the program

Employment impact

Currently, about 3,500 white collar workers and technicians between direct and
indirect employees, 1,100 of whom at the Cameri facility.

Fonte: Dati Lockheed Martin

Figure A20 – Technical data sheet, Italian participation in the MH-139° program
Data on Italian collaboration in the MH-139 program
Start of collaboration

The partnership between Boeing and Leonardo Divisione Elicotteri on the MH-139
program dates to 2017

Percentage of Italian participation

65% (of the value of the current contract)

Aircraft sections produced in Italy

Main drive, Main Rotor Blades, Tail Boom, Rotors, Various components of the
cockpit’s internal instruments

Production plants

Cascina Costa (Varese), Vergiate (Varese), Brindisi, Frosinone, Benevento,
Montevarchi (Leonardo Elettronica/Sirio Panel)

Total Italian suppliers

The main ones are 8 in number, including Leonardo S.P.A., MAG, Microtecnica,
Secondo Mona, Aerosviluppi, OVS Villella, Giannuzzi, TXT

Total orders

6 aircraft to date, total contract for 84 helicopters

Aircraft delivered

4

Value of services and supplies for
Boeing

Current value of actual supply to Boeing is $ 243 million (development and
production of 6 aircraft, development and production of 1 simulator package,
initial logistics support)

Source: Leonardo data
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Figure A21 – Technical data sheet, Italian participation in the GE9X program
Data on Italian collaboration in the GE9X program

Start of collaboration

The cooperation between Avio Aero (then Avio) and General Electric on the
GE9X program dates to 2012, in continuity with the strategic partnership for the
widebody segment, initiated decades earlier with the GE90 engine for the Boeing
777 and continuing with the GenX engine for the Boeing 787.

Percentage of Italian participation

20%

Engine sections produced in Italy

LPT, FHF, AGB, IGB, TGB, oil tank

Production plants

5 plants: Rivalta di Torino (Turin), Pomigliano d’Arco (Naples), Brindisi, Cameri
(Novara), Borgaretto (Turin)

Total orders

700+ engines by 9 airlines around the world [1]

Commissioning

Slated for 2021

Source: Avio Aero data

[1]

May 2020 data
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Figure A22 – Infographic, GE9X engine

Source: Avio Aero data
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Figure A23 –Magnaghi Aeronautica group: Overview
MA Group
Foundation

1936, Naples

Locations

Italy, USA, Brazil

Employees

~ 900

Main activities

•
•

Production and maintenance of systems for civil and military aeronautics
Landing systems, actuation systems, and aerostructures in composite and
traditional materials

Source: MA Group data

Figure A24 –Umbra Group: Overview
Umbra Group
Foundation

1972, Foligno

Locations

Italy, Germany, USA

Employees

~ 800

Main activities

•
•

Ball screws, steel balls, ball bearings, electromechanical actuators, components
for fixed and mobile wing, and electrospindles and milling heads
Aftermarket services

Source: Umbra Group data

Figure A25 – Loccioni: Overview
Loccioni
Foundation

1968, Ancona

Locations

Italy, Germany, USA, China, Japan, India

Employees

~ 400

Main activities

•

Measurement and control systems to improve the quality, safety, and
sustainability of industrial processes and products

Source: Loccioni data

Figure A26 –Logic: Overview
Logic
Foundation

1962, Milan

Locations

Italy

Employees

~ 120

Main activities

•

Engineering of components, electrical systems and subsystems, electronic
(both digital and powered) and electromechanical systems for aeronautical
applications, for both fixed-wing and rotor craft.

Source: Logic data
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